
Haico Pro 3
Equine Operating Table

The Haico Pro 3 Equine Operating Table has 4-way tilt that 
simplifies the whole surgery process, allowing doctors and 
nurses clear patient access from animal preparation throughout 
the procedure. The design enables a full range of procedures 
and reduces the likelihood of back strain. This world-class 
equine surgery table offers quality, safety, function and hygiene. 
These are among the most popular tables in the world, and they 
are available in the United States through Avante exclusively.

Four way tilt option:
+/- 25%; lateral tilt +/- 15%

Great maneuverability with
adjustable and removeable side panels, 
and moveable head support

Push button control on both sides of 
table for easy access during surgery

Two speed lift for unloading
and loading of table

Side panels can be locked by gas 
hydraulic cylinders

Strong and flexible cover to protect 
mechanics and electronics

Wireless remote control

Two colon trays (smaller for side and 
longer for operations at the back)

Unique leg support system
for easy handling

Stainless steel wheel castors
with directional lock

Two table top size options,
118” or 111” (280 or 300 cm)

Multiple optional accessories

Table Weight:
1,213 lbs (550 kg)

Maximum Load:
2,866 lbs (1,300 kg)

Height:
13.38” - 43.30”
(34 - 110 cm)

Table Top Including
Head Support:

118.11” x 55.11”
(300 x 140 cm)

or
110.24“ x 55.11”
(280 x 140 cm)

Head Support of the Table:
15.74” x 33.46”

(40 x 85 cm)
or

11.81” x 33.46”
(30 x 85 cm)

Table Width
Excluding Side Panels:

19.69” (50 cm)

Side Panels - Table:
18.11” x 14.56” (46 x 37 cm)

Side Panels - Head Support:
11.81” x 19.69” (30 x 50 cm)

Padding Thickness:
2” (5 cm)
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